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Synchronize old events and new events I am trying to understand how to make updates to an event store on a regular basis using
event sourcing. To make my understanding of this process as clear as possible - please imagine the following scenario: I have a
server that is processing transactions. I have a table called 'Transactions' on my server that stores all the information for each
transaction. I have a script that can query this table and get a list of all the transactions for the last two weeks. The content of

each transaction is changing and I need to write the old transaction data back to the database. The first thing I realized was that I
need to get the old data into my event store so that I can have my'sink' get it. The problem I am having is that the script I need to

query doesn't trigger events - it just wants to write the data back to the database. How can I get my sink (let's call it the event
store) to get data from an external source (in my case a web application) and also write the old data back to the database for
replay purposes? Basically I have a need to keep older data in my event store which is not done by default in the event store

process. A: If the sink doesn't deal with state management, here are some options: One store One record Your event processing
application would likely become a state management application Another store for storing the past states The state management

application would need to monitor the other store, and keep track of the history (sort of like a SQLLite transaction log). Big
amount of validation The event processing application would need to validate that the stored events are correct, since the past

state is not validated. Some kind of proxy service The event processing application would request the state of the past from the
state management application, and would act as a proxy, translating the past state back and forth. The event processing

application would need to understand if a state change occurred, and if so, what event is the root of the change. John Swinton
(footballer) John Swinton (born 15 November 1951) is a Scottish former professional footballer who played for Hearts, Leeds
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